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Problem
Lack of awareness of the energy and 

environmental issues facing our world
 In order to face these issues people must be 

educated starting with children
Teachers do not have time to create teaching 

modules on the subject
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-potential for energy shortages are a one of the greatest potential problems facing our world today-without immediate action this problem could get past the point where it can be solved and we will keep a similar way of life- It is the personal responsibility of everyone to do their part to reduce this threatThe best way to combat this and get officials to being working on this is to educate the public so that they make it one of the top national issuesThe best audience to target are children because they are in school being taught similar topics and they will be the future of our countryTeachers do not have time to create the necessary materials so that is where our IPRO steps in



History of IPRO 332
 IPRO 332 is in its 6th and final semester
 6 Teaching kits passed down from prior semesters

 Energy Policy in America
 Cradle to Cradle 
 Ecological Foot Print
 3 Tree Farming Kits

 Potential contact list for multiple schools
 Documentation of previous work
 Some funds turned over
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Detail what was turned over to us



Example of Old Teaching Modules



Goals
 Generating a teaching module which covers the 

science and technology used in a zero energy 
home

 Revising existing teaching modules
 Raising awareness of sustainability issues at 

local events
 Make teaching modules available through 

Teacher Knowledge Share website
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-In order to bring a conclusion to the IPRO 332 series these are the tasks which the current group decided would bring closure to the project



Organization

Leadership 
Committee:

Sub-team leaders

New Module 
Sub-team
Leader:  

Ross Johnson

Marketing 
Sub-team
Leader:

Mayra Vega

Module Revision 
Sub-team
Leader:  

Micheal Tyler

Declain McCloat
Greg Zajac

Nam Nguyen
Patrick Olechno

Livia Lay
Jennifer Randle
Andrew Weiner

Gina Grande
Jorge Chavez
Jason Chin
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-explain leadership committee and sub-team setup-Group consists of multiple disciplines including majors from Civil Engineering, Electrical Engineering, Computer Engineering, Architecture, Political Science, Applied Mathematics, Communication and Chemistry-One Student from Vietnam



Marketing - Objectives 
 To increase the visibility of 

IPRO 332 and issues on 
sustainability

 To provide educational 
materials for after school 
program

 To obtain endorsement 
from IIT for IPRO 332 and 
the Teacher Knowledge 
Share website 
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ObjectivesMarketing revised teaching modules and new moduleDone through TKS website, and school visitsTKS created to share educational modulesJoseph Clair, Director, Office of Campus Energy and SustainabilityProgram and modules used to make a more lasting impactPrimary goal of marketing to promote educational materials for after-school programTeach sustainability concepts long termUse Teacher Knowledge Share to make teaching modules accessible



Marketing - Obstacles
 Locating schools and sustainability related events 
 Choosing an activity for students
 Teacher Knowledge Share website 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
ObstaclesLack of accessible eventsFinancial, distance, “green” related but not about sustainabilityDifficulty in locating contacts of from previous IPRODid not initially have access to their documents, contacts, etc.	Documents not organizedDifficulty in choosing a fun and simple activity to present to studentsPaper making too difficult, time consumingInstructions vagueNeeded to maintain interestTeam members not experienced in web design



Marketing - Results
 Teacher Knowledge 

Share website 
 Met with Joseph Clair 

of Office of Campus 
Energy and 
Sustainability

 Attended IIT 
Sustainability Forum

 Presented materials at 
Pershing West 
Elementary
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ResultsKept TKS operationalCurrently uploading modules to TKS websiteMet with Joseph Clair, Director of Office of Campus Energy and SustainabilityHe gave us a list of possible schools – De La Salle, Prospective Charter School (IIT involved)Discussed events we could attend Mentioned Gangreen, IIT group that does volunteer workMentioned Sarah Elizabeth Ippel, teacher at the Little Village High School, to contact regarding advertisement for the TKS website Discussed the project with Lisa Montgomery, Managing Director of Community Affairs and OutreachAttended IIT Sustainability ForumGet an idea of what is being doneWaste and water managementVisited Pershing WestWorked with previous IPROsPresented as a trial lesson, paper mache activity, taught concept of reusing materialsWell received, students asked for more continuing lessons and activities



New Module - Objectives
 Create a new module 

about zero energy home.
 Develop the teacher script 

and presentation based 
on new module and 
present to the high school 
students.
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To introduce students and the general public to new technologies dealing with waste/water, HVAC and Electric in the household.To explain existing and future technology which will help to create a Zero Energy home.Make an interesting and educational presentation for the intended audience.Create educational material for a teacher to use in a classroom without necessary outside assistance



New Module- Obstacles
 Adjusting and editing the 

material more 
understandable for high 
school students

 Locating classroom and 
presenting to the 
students

 Avoiding legal issues
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A vast amount of data was collected, creating an overload of information that needed to be trimmed downFiguring out which sources of information had specific biases or agendas, and then removing any non-credible information.Trying to figure out the proper level of information to present to high school students in order to make it both educational, but also understandable.For the school presentation there were time constraints which required the material to be shortened, meaning more of the information need to be removed.Creating an interaction with students in classroom, and we encountered technical problems while we are in classroomRespect the copy right rule and other legal issues concerning taking pictures… 



New Module- Results 
 Successfully presented at 

De La Salle all girl high 
school.

 Completed the teacher 
script for the new module

 Created the Jeopardy 
Game for more 
interactions between the 
students

 Field  trip to the Chicago 
Center for Green 
Technology 
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Presented the presentation at De La Salle high school . Even though we ran in technical problem and time constrain issues, we obtained great feed back from the studentsThe Jeopardy game help us to interact with the students more and was used as the post testWe did not be able to go in to the model of zero energy home at the Green Technology, but it inspired us to talk about the current technology and how it help to improve the life style and green earth  



New Module- Results 

Teacher Script

Presentation



Module Revision - Objectives
 Improve Tree Farming Module
 Establish a common theme for past and future 

efforts
 Demonstrate effectiveness of existing teaching 

modules
 Identify and eliminate any weaknesses in 

existing modules
 Create similar modules at multiple age levels to 

ensure material is taught
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Description of tree farming and why important to projectImprove tree farming module to be more suitable for original target audience, elementary school studentsTie all module together so students understand why they are learning these thingsDemonstrate that modules are truly worth the time they take to teachEnsure that current modules are as close to perfect as possibleEnsure that broad spectrum of students are learning material and it is getting taught at multiple age levels



Module Revision - Obstacles
 Being allowed into Math and Science Education 

Department (MSED)classroom to speak with 
teachers

 Final unifying theme dependent on others work
 Amount of time required to publish modules so they 

will be used by teachers
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Didn’t get the access to teachers we wantedHad to finish work after the semester long project of the New Module teamThis new material will not be used by teachers immediately



Module Revision - Results
 Tree Farming Module revised to suit multiple age 

levels
 Tree Farming Module revised to better suit 

elementary school students
 Tree Farming Modules revised to suit needs of 

teachers at suggestion of Dr. Norman Lederman
 Curriculum codes now included
 Necessary for teachers to accept modules

 Current facts inserted into presentations
 Slides to describe unifying theme created
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Tree farming was revised to suit multiple ages show in future slidesTalk about curriculum codes and work with Dr LedermanSay that Dr Lederman gave us all the help we needed so we didn’t press others as muchUpdated facts in modulesUnifying theme module create



High School Tree Farming Module
IPRO 332 SUSTAINABILITY

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

OBJECTIVES

• Raise awareness of sustainability issues 
• Pass the knowledge of sustainability to students
• Teach young generation about sustainable solutions to 
the problem 
• Encourage them to participate in future sustainability
efforts and nurture their commitment to environmental 
stewardship

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

ABSTRACT
Paper is an expression of everyday living. It is hard to imagine
what life would be like without paper. Most of the paper that
we use today is made from virgin wood pulp.

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

300 million tons of 
paper/yr

4 billion of trees/yr

35% of harvested 
trees

PAPER CONSUMPTION PER YEAR

PROBLEM
• Planetary deforestation

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

Growing a tree: 10 years

Cutting a tree: 1 hour

Deforestation rate over 70 years

•Pulp and paper account for 
approximately 40% of deforestation 
worldwide.

•World consumption of paper has 
grown 400% in the last 40 years

PROBLEM

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

• Planetary deforestation (diagram)
PROBLEM

• Pollution released from paper mills

PAPER AND THE ENVIRONMENT

The processing of virgin wood paper 
uses harsh chemicals. It also wastes 
more energy and generates 
greenhouse gas emissions. Solid 
waste material is usually dumped on 
the land, liquid waste is generally 
flushed into streams or the sea and 
gases are left in open air contributing 
to global warming.
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These are sample slides from the high school tree farming module



Old Versus New Tree Farming
Old New

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is an example of how modules were revised to better suit elementary school students



Tree Farming with Curriculum Codes
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Example of Curriculum codes



Central Unifying Theme

Energy and Recycling 
Cradle/Tree Mod. III
[Elementary ]
IPRO 332

Recyclable Versus Non-Recyclable 

• What are recyclable products? 

▫ Aluminum 

▫ Paper 

▫ Glass 

▫ Plastic 

▫ Water
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Slides from the unifying theme moduleShow how it fits into overall plan for presentations



Conclusion
 Multiple teaching modules can potentially be used in 

classrooms
 New module well received in the classroom
 Modules connected through a single unifying theme
 Modules should be applicable at intended grade levels
 Project  and materials are ready to be picked up by any 

group through IIT or an outside source 
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Review accomplishments
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